Interjection and Nouns Practice

Interjections
Identify the interjections in the sentences by underlining or highlighting them.

1.) Ew! You like caviar?
2.) You have graduated from high school! Wow!
3.) Phew, I thought that homework was due today!
4.) Incredible, Eliana does activities every day after school and still finds time to do her homework.

Plural vs. Possessive Nouns
Carefully read the sentence and decide if the noun in the parentheses should be plural or possessive. Write the correct form of the noun in the blank.

1.) The __________ house is between two of his fields. (farmer)
2.) You might as well take those __________ away from him so he doesn’t spoil his dinner. (chips)
3.) __________ home town is Cincinnati, Ohio. (Michael)
4.) Did you see those __________ badges? (policeman)
5.) The __________ of the team are Kris Bryant and Anthony Rizzo. (stars)
6.) Those two __________ leaves are changing color. (trees)
7.) __________ best friend is Gemma. (Alexis)
8.) Those __________ antlers are huge! (moose)
9.) Those __________ feathers match. (birds)
10.) Watch out, those two __________ cords are tangled. (computer)
11.) The __________ Olympic athletes did great this year! (United States)
12.) I have my __________ Outdoor Ed. t-shirts. (X-block)
13.) Look at all of those __________ cocoons! (butterfly)
14.) Make sure the __________ handles are pointed toward the ceiling while you walk. (knife)
15.) Those __________ wool is so dirty. (sheep)

Identify whether or not the underlined word in the sentence is correct. If it is, write the word correct on the line. If it is not, write the correct form of the word.

16.) Miranda Sings' videos are so funny! ______________________
17.) No they’re not, they are horrible video’s! ______________________
18.) Can you sharpen those four pairs of scisscor’s blades? ______________________
19.) Many species’s main predator is humans. ______________________
20.) But the human species’s main predator is . . . no one. ______________________
21.) The boy’s homework was done. ____________________________
22.) Baseballs’ main problem is that the games are so long! ________________________
23.) Hedwig is Harry Potter’s owl. __________________________
24.) My daughters’ grades are slipping – I need to talk to her about it. _________________

Identifying Nouns

Find the nouns in the following sentences by underlining or highlighting them.

1.) We wanted to wish Maria a happy birthday!
2.) That’s an abbreviation for as soon as possible.
3.) My mom doesn’t want me to have a phone because she is worried about Snapchat.
4.) Sandy is my best friend, though her carelessness sometimes makes me angry.
5.) There is a sickness going around our classroom. So many students are absent!

Your Turn

1.) Write a sentence that includes a plural possessive noun that ends in s.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2.) Write a sentence that includes a singular possessive noun not ending in s.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3.) Write a sentence that includes a plural possessive noun that does not end in s.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4.) Write a sentence that includes a singular possessive noun that ends in s.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Parts adapted from: http://www.meredith.edu/grammar/plural.htm